
Throw-Away Economics

When I had first purchased my small house, a new, natural-gas stove came with the sale.  
Less than a year had passed, however, before I noticed that small spots on the enameled cover of 
the otherwise fully functioning appliance had begun to wear thin; apparently the metal hood was 
rusting through near the vicinity of the always burning (and evidently moisture bearing) pilot 
lights.  

In every other way, the stove was in great shape; it worked well, and overall, in 
appearance, looked appealingly new.  As I set out to address what I thought of as a nominal 
problem, I was surprised to hear what I had already begun to hear from plumbers, furnace 
technicians and electricians in my earliest days of home ownership.  

Aways some variation of the same refrain:
“We don’t have anyone who can fix that.”
A repairman employed by a large home improvement company told me that, in fact, he 

wasn’t actually permitted to fix existing hardware: he was only available to sell and install new 
equipment. “I’m sorry,” he had explained. “But, you know?  Things just aren’t made the way 
they used to be.  You’ll have to replace it.”

This recurrently stated logic never made much sense to me.  Discarding an otherwise 
reliably functioning and attractively new appliance simply because of minor issues which, at the 
most, affected one-fiftieth of the whole? 

However, as a first-world property owner operating in the twenty-first century, I soon 
discovered that I was expected to get used to this short-term illogical – but clearly popular – 
economic reasoning.  As a now rooted, home-owning cog in the modern-day competitive-market 
machine, I was meant to accept the idea that my old-fashioned view of fixing the larger and 
generally well-functioning system simply by identifying, and subsequently tackling, only the 
smaller, more particular issues:

Well, that kind of a solution?  
Was now clearly outdated.  
Much less cost-effectively rational; much less economically agreeable – than an outright 

and fully detached replacement. 
 	
 Living, as I did, in the fast pace of days committed to the magic of “growth”-projecting 
bubbles; living in days when the competitive, free-market economics of throw-away-and-replace 
had become a more encouraged solution than locate-and-address-actual-issues – well, it 
shouldn’t have been a surprise to watch as a similar approach to educational renovation found 
popularity.  It shouldn’t have been a shock to see the deregulated logic of throw-away economics 
start to first identify, and then rout out, deeply-anchored and traditionally inclusive – but now 
loudly touted as test-score “broken” – neighborhood schools.*

Counting upon the growing allegiance extended each year more predictably by training-
produced, top-down-loyal educational leaders, reformers were quick to initiate the claim that 
what would now be incontestably required; what would now be imperatively necessitated as part 
of our nation’s benevolent effort at addressing that never-ending production of statistically 
“broken” scores?  An intentional move toward treating all public schools as a free market.  An 
intentional move toward seeing the overarching public system as a consumer-based, deregulated-
market forum where competitive, demanding shoppers could keep academic services sharp.

The kind of a competitively free market where, if any school, for any reason, wasn’t up to 
par?  If, for any reason – oh, like those endlessly produced and district embarrassing minority-



school test scores – a building wasn’t living up to expectations?Well, falling back upon the fast-
paced competitive economics of truly enlightened days: 

Throw it away.  
Eliminate it.  
Close it.
And, then? 
Open another school, or, yet more excitingly, two or three small impressively-titled 

schools under a new top-down, non-collaborative, don’t-talk-back, daddy’s-in-charge 
management.  New contemporary, competitive schools with new (read: non-unionized, lowest-
paid) teachers.  New non-traditional schools expected to function under a new, ever-more-private, 
ever-more-exclusive, ever-more-outsider-curriculum-controlled, limited-seat, sorry but we can’t 
accommodate Special Needs, we don’t have facilities for English Language Learners 
management.

That type of management which, in far-thinkingly futuristic days?
Could now be ever more reliably executed by a growing number of assertively recruited 

and carefully trained modern-day educational “experts.”

*In place of the nationally popularized use of that terminology which argues schools and students to be bad, broken 
and failing (a terminology most likely to produce a knee-jerk connection between poor and/or culturally-different 
students and deficiency), critics propose that those who seek real change must intentionally re-think a school 
characterization through the purposeful employment of alternate descriptors; descriptors such as struggling, 
underfunded and underserved.  Descriptors able to push an academic culpability away from those most those 
affected by poverty and social injustice, and drive it back into the realm of a debilitating governmental inequity.


